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Local Real Estate Entrepreneur Featured Amongst
the World’s Best in Exciting New Inspirational Book
Melbourne, May 23rd, Wendy Moore is excited to announce that she is a co-author in the first Sandy Forster
Inspired Spirit anthology book along with other renowned visionaries, authors and world class leaders in the
personal empowerment and success fields such as Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, Mark Victor Hansen, and Brian Tracy to
name just a few.
Entitled The Path to Success, the book provides 55 inspiring stories from highly successful people from all over
the globe. In an open, honest way they each share their personal stories and the secrets they’ve used to
generate a six or even seven figure income through their businesses as well as sharing personal stories of
triumph over adversity.
“I am both honoured and humbled to be invited to take part in this book, especially considering the calibre of
the others involved,” said Wendy Moore. “I hope my story helps to inspire others to take a new look at how they
view themselves and to define their concept of “success” in a fresh, expanded way.”
“I’ve always wanted to share my own personal story of how I came to live a live with purpose, the life I’ve always
wanted, filled with good health and success with as many people as possible, to help them in their own quest
for greatness. Being a part of this book has allowed me to reach thousands of people – just like me – who are
perhaps searching for the motivation to keep trying. I hope others will learn from my experiences and achieve
their goals that much faster,” says Wendy.
Topics covered in the book include; how to remove stress and embrace success; tried and true Universal
principles to grow your own wealth; learn to move out of your comfort zone and achieve success; discover the
(other) ‘Secret’ to living the life of your dreams and many more stories of strength, courage and hope.
Marketing Director for Inspired Spirit Publishing, Sandy Forster, says “The single most important lesson from this
outstanding collection is that success cannot necessarily be defined by fame, possessions or wealth. Many of
these authors have experienced incredible levels of material success, however what they teach about achieving
a sense of personal satisfaction is surprising.”
The Path to Success, by Sandy Forster is available in all good bookstores or can be purchased at
www.thepathtosuccess.com.au.
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